List of Awardees

Recognition of Previous Award Recipients

Outstanding Senior Chemistry Graduates:
Laura Cline   Emily Anne Sharpe

Outstanding Chemical Engineering Students:
Senior: Joella Vaughan  Junior: David Rozier
Sophomores: Kaityn Myers and Butler Vanveckhoven

Graduate Achievement Award:
Matt Dukes

Chemistry-Related Majors Taylor Medalists:
Osasu Adah    Samantha Baylor    Victoria Calcote
Alix Cawthon  Brandon Clausen  Cody Craven
Sarah Criddle Lauren Daigle  Anne Marie Delee
Bailey Flamm  Haley McFall    Jacqueline Morris
David Rozier  Blake Smith     Shevanya Theivendran
Nhan Van      Meghan Wagner   Yujing Zhang

Presentation of New Awards

Chemistry Subject Area Awards

General Chemistry:
Nitin Ankisetty  Erin Brennan  James Broome
Catherine Gaines  Marisa Kutchma  Lindsey Miller
Clayton Moss  Galina Ostrovsky  Jeremy Schneider
Coleman Sisson  Jessica Tran

Organic Chemistry:
Hannah Adair  Austin Carroll  Nate Greene

Analytical Chemistry:
Amanda Frabrizio  James Gledhill

Physical Chemistry:
Brandon Clausen  Sarah Criddle
Bailey Flamm    Dylan Ritter

Forensic Chemistry:
Emily Hugo      Kayla Frost

Biochemistry:
McKinley Tate Byram  Sarah Lynne Criddle
Bailey Nicole Flamm  Kathleen Hotze
James Roland Markos  Mary Virginia Portera
Rachel Ann Stanhope  Kristen Stephens
Bethany Summerford  Sarah Sutton
Robert Tramel    Joella Vaughn

Inorganic Chemistry:
Laura Cline   Emily Anne Sharpe  Suong Nguyen

Top Graduating Chemistry Majors (GPA ≥3.75)
Osasu Adah    Chris Beard   Victoria Calcote
Laura Cline   Madelyn Davis  Jessica Hiskey
Erin Hudnall  Emily Hugo    Sara Kiparizoska
Ngoc Le       Charles Moore  Emily Sharpe
Logan Wilson

Outstanding Chemistry Graduate Students
Nalaka Liyanage (Organic)  Sarah Johnson (Physical)
Samantha Davila (Biochem)  Weiwei Yang (Inorganic)
Brandon Stamper (Analytical)

SMACS Faculty Award:  Prof. Gerald Rowland

ACS Undergraduate Research Awards
Laura Cline   Suong Nguyen

ACS Graduate Research Awards
John Kelly      Annie McClellan  Manal Nael